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Presents a step-by-step guide to effectively manage the computer software development process.
? 55% OFF for Bookstores! LAST DAYS! ? Step-by-Step Guide to Master Agile Project Principles, Software Development and Scrum
Like it or not, good project management doesn't just happen - just like excellent athletes and their coaches don't just happen. Good project management is a cumulus of factors that influence the outcome of a
project. On the one hand, you need a team dedicated to working within deadlines and within the quality and functionality specifications of the client. On the other hand, you need a sturdy person who can
actually overlook the development of the entire project - a project manager, that is. More often than not, people believe a project manager is some sort of spreadsheet juggler - a miraculous person capable of
reading minds, motivating people (including themselves), and enabling intriguing functions in Excel. Sure, those might all be requirements of a good project manager - and yes, we're pretty serious about the
mind-reading quality (not so much in a paranormal sense, but in the sense of being capable to communicate beyond words). Beyond all this, though, excellent project managers have the experience, the
knowledge, and the constant thirst for doing better that pushes them to learn and relearn their craft over and over again, with every project, with every team structure, with every company they work for. Good
project managers constantly search for the very best methods to make things happen, to make them happen in time, and to make them happen well. This is precisely why there are so many project
management methods - and while agile itself has become, as you will see later on in this book, an umbrella term for a myriad of frameworks and every combination they can make. What Is a Project? The
question itself might sound silly, but the truth is that you can't do proper project management without defining the very object of your work: the project. In simple terms, a project is a series of activities meant
to achieve a specific goal. The goal might be something pretty large, like a brand new, innovative software application. Or it might be something internal, like boosting the engagement among the employees.
And it might as well be something more granular, such as a Black Friday marketing campaign in an eCommerce store. This book covers the following topics: Advantages and Benefits Understand the
Principles of Agile Tools and Methodologies Skills and Software Development Monitoring and Tips for Success The Agile Process What Are The Reasons Why Agile Project Management Could Fail? Tools
for Greater Team Effectiveness in Agile Project Management The Agile Development Process Benefits of Agile Methodology Disadvantages of Agile Methodology How to Agile: The Work Ethic and Values
The Authenticity of Agile Management ...And much more If you have a goal and if your goal requires more than a couple of steps to be reached, you are most likely not facing a task, or even a series of tasks,
but a project.
The Agile approach to project management is gaining popularity because it gets better results in less time with smaller teams than the old, rigid, plan-driven methods. In today's information-based economy
where the internet drives new products and customer requirements change overnight, Agile helps companies keep pace with customer demands by welcoming rapid change as a vital part of the development
process.Written for beginners, this book explains Agile concepts using the Scrum approach and fits them together into a cohesive framework. Instead of merely defining terms, it presents Agile as a living,
dynamic system for stripping away the frills and getting back to basics while managing projects. The first half of the book explains the Agile Manifesto in detail, both in theory and practice. The second half of
the book gives detailed explanations for applying Scrum, which is an Agile method known for its simplicity and ease of implementation.Small startups and entrepreneurs will find practical advice,
encouragement, and inspiration in this book, while development teams in larger companies will appreciate its clear, concise explanation of how the pieces of the Agile puzzle fit together.
In understanding methodologies and agile project management, we look at the different techniques in which you can successfully develop management skills. As you know, it is quite important to adopt a
multifaceted approach when it comes to management, to get your job done in a facile manner. Agile methodology is a multifaceted approach that finds its application in many different fields and can be
considered an umbrella concept. Right from engineering to IT to business management, there are many areas where one can effectively apply the ideologies of agile management. Once you go through the
book, you will understand how easy it is for you to adopt and utilize it to enhance your business. The agile management technique focuses on four main aspects, namely - effective communication with
clients/parties, delivering a work application, collaborating with clients and changing up the scope of work. All of these need to be controlled and managed in order to enhance productivity. That is exactly
where this book comes into play. In the course of this book, you will learn how to: Understanding the iterative learning process Learning about the agile software development techniques The scope of
management Meaning and features of agile manifesto Dynamic system development model and its applications The phases of the Atern project Understanding of the scrum theory Sprint reviews and sprint
retrospectives Service designs and transitions Service operations Lean development principles Operational level management techniques Steps to enhance focus Agile management basically focuses on
enhancing communication within the organizational structure to ensure that you remain with free flowing ideologies. It is a good way to increase your productivity while managing your work environment. The
book focuses on understanding each and every element by breaking it down to the simplest form. The concepts are explained in such a way that they allow you to implement them in your work life. You can
go through the concepts in detail to understand each and every aspect of it. There is no limit to its application and you can mold it into any shape or form of your choice. You can pass a copy of the book to all
your employees so that they can understand what it takes to partake in agile management of business. You can also consider holding a seminar or a book reading session where everybody can interpret their
ideologies in their own way. Using the information provided in the book, you can implement agile management in your day-to-day life; whether it is work or personal life. So what are you waiting for - start
reading right away! Buy your copy today!
Scrum is an agile project management methodology or framework used primarily for software development projects with the goal of delivering new software capability every 2-4 weeks. This book will allow
you to gain an in-depth understanding of not only how to implement the Scrum methodology for the first time but also master its implementation over time through tried and tested tips and tricks for success.
While understanding Scrum and its initial integration to an existing project management framework may be relatively simple, this guide will provide the crucial steps needed to set up your team for long-term
success. We explain the importance of the iterative approach of Scrum, as well as the need for regular feedback loops, and how these elements of the framework can aid your team in producing high-quality
output.
Agile For Beginners! The Ultimate Beginners Crash Course To Learning Agile Project Management! Are You Ready To Learn All About Agile And PROPER Project Management? If So You've Come To The
Right Place - Regardless Of How Little Experience You May Have! Here's A Preview Of What Agile For Beginners Contains... An Introduction to Agile Agile For Project Management The Biggest Problem
With Traditional Project Management The Agile Process And Manifesto Explained! Agile Vs. Waterfall Project Management - Everything You Need To Know! The Values In The Agile Manifesto The 12
Principles Of Agile Project Management A Preview Of My Other Book - Prince2 Project Management For Beginners And Much, Much More! Order Your Copy Now And Let's Get Started Today!"
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If You Want to Master Agile Project Management... then This Book is FOR YOU! Are you... ? A small business owner? ? A junior software developer? ? Just interested in the art of project management?
Today, project management isn't just practiced in big companies. Basically, anything you do to solve a particular problem or achieve a particular result can be called a project. You can manage your wedding
planning, your kitchen renovation, or your family's domestic chores by using the same methods that a professional project manager would apply. There are several philosophies of project management. In
classic project management, everything is clearly planned from start to finish before work begins. Agile project management is different: it's more about reacting to change rather than following a plan. Agile
methodologies (such as Scrum) are about doing some work in a short sprint, then reviewing the results and planning the next sprint. Agile project management was originally used in software development,
but now it's popular in many fields and literally everyone can benefit from some knowledge of it. This book will introduce you to agile project management in a structured, beginner-friendly way! Here's what
you'll learn: The surprising benefits of agile project management How to avoid typical beginner mistakes that can make your first agile project fail What the phases of an agile project actually look like How to
measure the success of your agile project And much, much more! ?Are you ready to get your work projects and your life organized with agile methods? Get Your Copy NOW to Master Agile Project
Management!
There is truly nothing more frustrating than getting lost in a sea of information. Endless, confusing, chaotic information that doesn't let you sleep at night and doesn't even give you the answers you were
searching for. Unfortunately, this is the constant reality of the world we live in. With so many answers at our fingertips, we have all but forgotten about finding real solutions and the processes behind genuine
problem solving. We have forgotten how it feels to search for answers that are not cookie-cutter and absolute, but personalized and adapted to your own specific situation. If you landed on this page, it is most
likely because you are looking to learn more about agile project management and everything it entails. More than that, you might be already familiar with the basics behind this project management approach,
and you may be looking for answers that will help you find the best solution for you and your business. We understand that. As proponents of the agile project management framework, we were once just as
confused (and maybe downright irritated) as you are right now. So, we know where you are coming from. This is exactly why we have described a two-volume series on agile project management. The first
volume of this series is already available, and we encourage you to check it out (if you haven't already), as it will provide you with all the valuable information you need to understand the complexities of agile
project management. If you want to level up already, the book at hand is what you need. Download it today and learn more about: * Scrum project management basics and why this method is so popular *
What's up with the Daily Standup, anyway? * How Scrum and other agile methods relate to each other * Kanban and where it really came from * The advantages of Kanban and how it connects to Scrum *
Extreme Programming and whether or not it is still relevant in 2019 * Crystal Methods and why they are among the most flexible methods out there * What Feature-Driven Development actually is * Why the
Dynamic System Development Method is ideal for corporate agile scaling * How to choose the right combination of agile practices for your own business More than anything, download our book if you want a
full, comprehensive view on the most popular agile methodologies of the moment and how they all connect to the agile Principles. So, if you are sick and tired of everyone promising you the ultimate solution
that ultimately doesn't fit you, if you want a book that will finally tell you the whole truth and nothing but the truth about project management in an agile world and what it really means to work your way through
the intricacies of this framework, if you are ready to embrace change not through the prism of a prescriptive and dated view, but through the prism of a brilliant future... ... Scroll Up and Click the Buy Now
Button!
Agile Project Management For Beginners! - Step-By-Step Guide To Becoming A Successful Project Manager! Have you ever wanted to be an event planner?Developed by a small team in 2001, the Agile
Project Management system is a relatively new approach to project development that enables you to be more responsive to changing customer demands and market trends without sacrificing product
quality.If you've been intrigued by Agile systems but aren't sure what they entail or whether they'll work for your business, the information in this book can answer all your questions. Agile frameworks allow
your business to adapt even in late stages of development without losing sight of your overarching objectives. Whether you're a new company looking for ways to become competitive or an established
business wanting to shake things up, you may find an Agile framework is the answer you've been looking for. Here is a preview of what you'll learn: A step-by-step guide to implementing an Agile framework
Tips on effectively managing and communicating with your development team The different frameworks included in the Agile system and which work best for your business The values that inform the Agile
Manifesto and how they can benefit your projects
Agile Project Management For Beginners - A Brief Introduction to Learning the Basics of Agile Project Management Agile Project Management is the latest trend in business to allow you to complete projects
faster and with less cost than ever before. As more companies offer software, IT, design and product development services, a new project management process was needed to take the place of the old, slow,
unreliable methods.Agile Project Management is the answer. This process is fast, cost effective and is tailor made to address the needs of the creative, IT and software companies. It can also be used for
business analysis and just about any project that requires creativity, service, or design. Here is a preview of what you'll learn: Why Agile Project Management is better than traditional methods How you can
customize this process to fit almost any project Common pitfalls to avoid Tips and suggestions for implementing this process for your next project Examples that you can adapt to fit any project
Your ultimate go-to project management bible Perform Be Agile! Time-crunch! Right now, the business world has never moved so fast and project managers have never been so much in demand—the Project
Management Institute has estimated that industries will need at least 87 million employees with the full spectrum of PM skills by 2027. To help you meet those needs and expectations in time, Project
Management All-in-One For Dummies provides with all the hands-on information and advice you need to take your organizational, planning, and execution skills to new heights. Packed with on-point PM
wisdom, these 7 mini-books—including the bestselling Project Management and Agile Project Management For Dummies—help you and your team hit maximum productivity by razor-honing your skills in sizing,
organizing, and scheduling projects for ultimate effectiveness. You’ll also find everything you need to overdeliver in a good way when choosing the right tech and software, assessing risk, and dodging the
pitfalls that can snarl up even the best-laid plans. Apply formats and formulas and checklists Manage Continuous Process Improvement Resolve conflict in teams and hierarchies Rescue distressed projects
Have you ever thought of putting yourself forward to manage projects but don't know where to begin? Do you want to impress your boss and strive for a promotion in your company? Would you like to learn
how to manage Agile Projects? In the book: Agile Project Management. Richard Wall simplifies the whole Agile Project Lifecycle Handling a project in a company may become difficult if you do not follow the
techniques and the basic principles to keep everything aligned in order to complete a project in time. Agile Project Management helps you to complete projects efficiently and effectively before the deadline. In
this book, you will be able to learn all the different aspects of the Agile Project Management lifecycle which is explained step by step to help you so that even if you are trying it for the first time, you will not
face any backlash by the stakeholders. You will be able to find following details in this book: Planning an Agile Project The Scope of Agile Lifecycles Understanding the Agile Lifecycle The Need for Agile
Project Management in Today's Market Teamwork in Agile Project Management Adopting Agile Project Management Scrum Meetings and Procedures And much more... You should buy this book now to gain
all the relevant information regarding Agile Project Management which is in high demand in the marketplace nowadays. Stay updated with the new ideas through this book and put them into practice to
complete projects efficiently and at a very high standard.
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Have you ever tried your hand at software development only to find out that it’s much harder than you prepared for? Not only do you have to make sure that your skills are up to par with everybody else but
there is also the matter of coordinating with everyone involved in that project. And with Collaboration comes the potential for complexity. Soon enough, you’ll be juggling different deadlines and
correspondences, deal with differences in design approaches, and wade through deep technical problems. Aside from that, you’d have to deal with pressure from investors and stakeholders whose visions
your team is trying to translate into something tangible but often get blindsided by last-minute committee decisions. Now, what if you are open to a more agile method of managing projects but find changes in
your results to be insignificant? For instance, you might have adopted methodologies like Scrum and XP but find your team of going through the motions of the change instead of fully embracing such.
Managing a project that requires collaborative effort is complicated and often challenging, there is no doubt to that. But what if someone were to tell you that you can help your team achieve its goals at a
faster and far more effective pace? This is where this book comes into play. In this book, you will learn the different Agile Methodologies, the rationale behind their structures, and the values, principles, and
concepts that you could use in employing them. If that is not enough for you, here are a few more things that the book will focus on: What motivates teams and what ideas and principles do they identify with
the most? The basics of the four major Agile methodologies: Scrum, XP, Kanban, and Lean. What makes them different from one another? Restructuring your team’s framework to be more compatible with
agile methodologies. Picking the right methodology for your team or for a certain project. Preparing, dealing with, and mitigating potential problems that might arise from the application of methodologies.
Ensuring sustainability in the application of agile methodologies. In essence, by learning of the Why behind Agile Project Management methods, you can find the How in implementing them for your own team.
And eventually, you should be able to achieve the results you have set for the team or, better yet, go beyond those. The information provided in this book has been organized in such a way that it is easy to
understand and master, even for those who are relatively new to the concepts of software development and project management. If the prospect of learning how to finish projects faster and more effectively
intrigues you, then it is now time to dive deep into the world of Agile Project Management!
Are you someone who is working in project management? Do you want to make sure you are efficient and competent at every stage of the process? This book will provide the answers you need! Being a
project manager means juggling several different jobs at the same time and making sure that each piece of the jigsaw is just as the client expects it to be. This can be a complex and frustrating task, but by
employing an agile system your project will run a lot smoother. In this book, Agile Project Management: The Ultimate Beginner’s Guide to Learn Agile Project Management Step by Step, you will learn a
management system that breaks down complex projects into smaller pieces, letting you finish everything with quality. You will find details of the core aspects of agile project management explained, with
chapters that cover: • The 33 year history of this system – and how it has helped businesses succeed • The 4 MAIN tenets that make it a success • Transitioning from traditional to agile project management
• Tools and methodologies • The 5 vital BENEFITS you gain • Foolproof methods for dividing responsibility • How to apply quality control without micromanaging • Estimation techniques • And more… By
becoming more agile in your approach to project management the obstacles and difficulties encountered become more manageable and the success of the project is assured. And Agile Project Management
will guide you every step of the way towards your ultimate goal. Get your copy now!
If you want to lead your team or organization to succeed but you don't know how to do it, then keep reading.... Forget about the conventional way of doing things. Today, consumers change their mind in a flip.
Therefore, you need to be ready to adjust to such changes rapidly. Keep in mind that your ability to change will contribute a lot to the success of your product. The agile method of project management is a
new way of handling projects by promoting rapid change in the project development process. The agile method was introduced after software developers found it difficult to deliver their products in time when
using the traditional approach. Using this technique, they delivered applications late, and sometimes, their projects were canceled. This happened because of the delays which affected the delivery of
products in time. Following the frustrations faced by software developers, they had to come up with a method which focused more on the product and not the process. They aimed to make sure that a product
was in front of the consumers as quickly as possible. The fast delivery of software products was the only way that developers could understand what the customers wanted and make necessary changes. This
is what led to Agile Project Management. Sure, the method was introduced to benefit software developers, but it can equally be utilized in any organization. The idea of managing projects occurs in every
institution. Therefore, using the agile method can be an effective way to guarantee that a project succeeds. Inside this guide, we have discussed the 12 principles which govern the way a project should be
handled. The highest priority of an agile project is to meet customer requirements through rapid and continuous delivery. Also, the change should be acknowledged at all stages of the development process.
The agile method also promotes the idea that the project is built around a group of motivated individuals. Therefore, no one needs to be pushed around to meet their daily targets. This guide will focus on the
following: Platinum PrinciplesAgile Specific MethodologiesThe Need for Agile Development in an OrganizationWhat is Agile CCPM?Why You May Have Problems Implementing AgileGoal Setting and
OKRsTechniques of Agile Software DevelopmentUnderstanding the Agile LifecycleScrum RolesPrinciples for Designing the TeamsPlanning Your ProjectHow to Track the agile Project?DSDM
AternChallenges of Implementing AgileRisks of Agile Project ManagementTips for Successful Scrum ... AND MORE!!! Even if you come from the traditional management style and it's your first approach with
agile, this book will really explain you all the details of this smart approach. Even if your team has never had an approach with agile method, this book will explain you how to install the right mindset in your
team members. So, what are you waiting for? SCROLL UP THE PAGE AND GRAB YOUR COPY TODAY CLICKING "BUY NOW" button!

Scrum is gaining immense popularity among the corporate world managers and chief executive officers due to its speed, high efficiency, and customer satisfaction. It allows you to double your
revenue by speedily producing high-quality products without wasting precious human and monetary resources. This book walks you through step-by-step techniques for deploying the Scrum
method in your organization. If you are a manager who has to integrate Scrum into the organization and slowly replace it with the traditional Waterfall method, you should read this book to
understand Scrum. You will find explanations as to why it is better than the traditional Waterfall method and what turnout you can get after successfully deploying Scrum. After you have read
this book, you will be able to build the Scrum team. You will learn about the roles and responsibilities of important designations in the Scrum network. You will have a detailed overview of the
agile principles and how you can use them when managing a project.The Kanban paradigm of project management is getting more and more popular, and this book aims to bring people
ahead of the curve and understand a concept that very soon may take over the industry. Have you wondered how you and your team can work effectively and meet the deadlines set by your
customers and shareholders? Do you want to learn about the different project management methodologies you can use to achieve this goal? Do you want to learn an easier way to manage
your work processes? If you are looking for an efficient way to manage the inner workings of your company , then this is the book for you. You may have heard many businesses talk about
project management. Unfortunately, until recently, people only relied on traditional project management methods like the Waterfall model. There are many methods that have come to light in
recent years, such as Agile and Lean. The Agile project management methodology and Lean project management methodology are important methods to learn if you want to improve your
team's efficiency and productivity.
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Agile Project Management For DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons
Discover how to manage your projects and deliver on time with the help of the incredible Agile Project Management system! Are you a manager or project leader, and you want to improve
your efficiency? Looking for practical, no-nonsense strategies for delivering on time and under budget? Then this is the book for you! Project management is an essential job which requires
countless moving parts to all work together. If one part of the system fails, the entire project could grind to a halt. Now, this powerful book uncovers the revolutionary Agile Project Management
formula, a practical approach to streamlining your projects and making sure that everything gets done on time. With a wealth of tips and tricks on planning, adapting, and executing your
project, as well as the 12 fundamental principles of project management, now you can drastically boost your team's efficiency, focus, and productivity. Inside this detailed guide, you'll discover:
How Does Agile Project Management Work, and When Do You Use it? The 12 Principles of Agile Project Management Understanding Planning, Team-Building, and The Agile Lifecycle
Powerful Agile Methodologies Including Scrum and Kanban How to Create Your Product Vision and Build a Roadmap Creating, Managing, and Overseeing the Perfect Team Agile Project
Management in Software Development and Programming Quality Control, Evaluation, and After the Project is Done And Much More... With a wealth of essential advice, practical tips and
tricks, and debunking common misconceptions, this book offers a powerful plan for drastically improving your project management. Build realistic and adaptive roadmaps, manage a highlyefficient team, and avoid common mistakes with the help of this incredible guide. Buy now to learn how Agile Project Management can help your business today!
The APM system is one of the most popular ones in the field today because it helps project teams optimize their effectiveness and efficiency. Your Customers will never stop using this
awesome guide
? Buy the Paperback Version and Get the Kindle Version for Free ? How to implement Agile Project Management to increase productivity, organization, and improve any business. Could your
team benefit from a new approach? Are you struggling to assign priorities and delegate tasks? Does Agile sound like the best way forward, but you don't where to begin? Agile Project
Management is a framework that has been honed over dozens of years, and it has helped many a project find success. It's all about flexibility, which can be hard to come by in a workplace
filled with deadlines, rush orders, and schedule conflicts. But, the results can't be beaten. To take full advantage of the power of project management, you need Agile. To implement Agile, you
need to understand it. That's where this book comes in. For every project that goes wrong, there are a million things that could have gone right. The key to mitigating these missteps is Agile. In
Agile Project Management, you'll discover: Agile basics including Scrum, Kaizen, Lean, and more How to apply feedback, proper communication, and an energized team to create a project
brimming with success How Agile works compared to Traditional Project Management Which systems to use in the Agile process Agile project management case studies to demonstrate the
power of Agile Agile is the future of project management in the workplace. If your goal is to stay competitive, keep clients happy, and run your business like a well-oiled machine, there's no
better organizational platform. To get started with Agile and learn why it's the best way to take your company into the future, click "add to cart."
Are you a project manager who wants to improve the projects you are working on?Do you want to continuously improve the efficiency of the team that is working for you?You can do it with this
book! Project managing anything can be a time-consuming and frustrating business, especially when old and outdated methods are used to complete the job. You know that there is a better
solution and you know that it will improve your ability to deliver.This book, Agile Project Management: The Ultimate Intermediate Guide to Learn Agile Project Management Step by Step,
follows on from the beginner's guide to agile project management, by increasing your knowledge and abilities with chapters that focus on: - The basic principles of agile project managementHow it can be adopted across industries- Tracking and reporting projects- Estimation and planning- Valuable resources for agile professionals- And much more...Agile Project Management is
perfect for those with a little knowledge of the subject and will help you to expand that much further.When you develop your project management skills using the agile method you discover that
projects run more smoothly than ever before, and you provide a much better product for your clients.Get a copy and see how it will improve your projects!
The stress of being a project leader can be enormous, having to deal with time and budget constraints, unforeseen obstacles, uneasy executive stakeholders, and a thousand other concerns.
You need a tested and proven toolkit to ensure that every job in your portfolio is done absolutely right. Therefore, this book will definitely help you solve those matters. In this quality control
book, you will discover: - Understand what agile project management is - Understand what agile project management is NOT - Understand the basic principles behind agile project
management - Understand why agile is needed - Understand where agile comes from - Understand why agile has so many advantages (and what they are) And so much more! This book is
perfect for project managers who have come from a traditional management style and are looking for a better way to get things done. You can go from a complete beginner to the ultimate
scrum master and earn respect and success from your implementation of this project management tips.
Agile Project Management is simply shifting the world of project management at its core and theres a reason why. With an approach to projects that is quite different from the traditional
waterfall methodology, Agile Project Management focuses on added value fast while staying on track to achieve a defined business goal. Completing projects in small chunks, piece by piece,
allows project stakeholders to implement deliverables much faster than waiting for all phases of the project to be completed as well as allowing for modifications to project items based on
changing needs.
The older rigid traditional models of delivering changes has been replaced with an agile way of delivering changes. The world of apps, and internet driven economy means that any change has
to be delivered almost overnight with no scope for delays and the consumer wants things almost immediately. Agile provides that project management methodology to help you get the results
immediately.
Do you work on projects that require an Agile approach? Would your project benefit from increased control and better customer satisfaction? This book will help you achieve it! When delivering
a project the overall values of trust and flexibility, along with empowerment and collaboration are essential. Agile Project Management helps you achieve this with its unique approach, helping
you to deliver the project's requirements incrementally throughout the project life cycle. In this book, Agile Project Management: 3 Books in 1 - The Ultimate Beginner's, Intermediate &
Advanced Guide to Learn Agile Project Management Step by Step, you will build on any previous knowledge of the system you have, with chapters on: • The basic principles of agile project
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management and how to apply them • How agile can be adopted to any industry successfully • Tracking and reporting projects to ensure they are on time and according to specification • How
to ensure that estimation and planning runs smoothly • Valuable resources that will be invaluable for all agile professionals • How Agile will improve your ability to deliver • The values and
principles that Agile extols • How you can plan your project • The advantages that time-boxing will give you • How you can adapt Agile to your business • Introducing Kanban and the benefits
it can bring • The key to successful teams • And more... When you have a project that is vitally important to the success of your business it makes complete sense to be at the top of your
game with what you are doing. Agile Project Management is the perfect tool that will help you to satisfy all your customers' needs at every stage. Get a copy and see how it will improve your
ability to deliver!
AGILE PROJECT MANAGEMENT Agile is providing useful even to those outside the software development industry as it enables the readers to observe and analyze their circumstances and
then determine the suitable approach. It discusses at length how Agile project management principles and practices empower project managers to adapt to and manage effectively a new kind
of innovative product development. This book will be useful to those Agile beginners who want a better understanding of what agile is all about. The methods and techniques are described in a
simple way to understand language and in this regard, this book forms a useful collection of recipes for people wanting to try out many of its agile methods and techniques. There are some
people who perhaps think that there is no need of project management methods these days. That either Agile don't require them, or Agile is somehow incompatible with them. Those people
will also benefit from this book because it clearly shows how agile methods which were never designed for project management can be combined with an international project management
methodology to help leverage the strengths of both. Its greatest benefit, however, will be those people working on projects and want to understand better how to incorporate Agile into their
projects. The book is a very practical guide on how and when Agile methods can be used in order to get the full benefits of Agile. CLICK ADD TO CART TO MAKE YOUR COMPANY WORKS
BETTER
This updated edition shows you how to use the agile project management framework for success! Learn how to apply agile concepts to your projects. This fully updated book covers changes
to agile approaches and new information related to the methods of managing an agile project. Agile Project Management For Dummies, 3rd Edition gives product developers and other project
leaders the tools they need for a successful project. This book’s principles and techniques will guide you in creating a product roadmap, self-correcting iterations of deployable products, and
preparing for a product launch. Agile approaches are critical for achieving fast and flexible product development. It’s also a useful tool for managing a range of business projects. Written by
one of the original agile technique thought-leaders, this book guides you and your teams in discovering why agile techniques work and how to create an effective agile environment. Users will
gain the knowledge to improve various areas of project management. Define your product’s vision and features Learn the steps for putting agile techniques into action Manage the project’s
scope and procurement Plan your team’s sprints and releases Simplify reporting related to the project Agile Project Management For Dummies can help you to better manage the scope of
your project as well as its time demands and costs. You’ll also be prepared to skillfully handle team dynamics, quality challenges, and risks.
Are you looking for an effective guide to learn and apply agile project management? Then Keep reading... Like it or not, good project management doesn't just happen - just like excellent
athletes and their coaches don't just happen. Good project management is a cumulus of factors that influence the outcome of a project. On the one hand, you need a team dedicated to
working within deadlines and within the quality and functionality specifications of the client. On the other hand, you need a sturdy person who can actually overlook the development of the
entire project - a project manager, that is. More often than not, people believe a project manager is some sort of spreadsheet juggler - a miraculous person capable of reading minds,
motivating people (including themselves), and enabling intriguing functions in Excel. Sure, those might all be requirements of a good project manager - and yes, we're pretty serious about the
mind-reading quality (not so much in a paranormal sense, but in the sense of being capable to communicate beyond words). Beyond all this, though, excellent project managers have the
experience, the knowledge, and the constant thirst for doing better that pushes them to learn and relearn their craft over and over again, with every project, with every team structure, with
every company they work for. Good project managers constantly search for the very best methods to make things happen, to make them happen in time, and to make them happen well. This
is precisely why there are so many project management methods - and while agile itself has become, as you will see later on in this book, an umbrella term for a myriad of frameworks and
every combination they can make. What Is a Project? The question itself might sound silly, but the truth is that you can't do proper project management without defining the very object of your
work: the project. In simple terms, a project is a series of activities meant to achieve a specific goal. The goal might be something pretty large, like a brand new, innovative software application.
Or it might be something internal, like boosting the engagement among the employees. And it might as well be something more granular, such as a Black Friday marketing campaign in an
eCommerce store. This book covers the following topics: Advantages and Benefits Understand the Principles of Agile Tools and Methodologies Skills and Software Development Monitoring
and Tips for Success The Agile Process What Are The Reasons Why Agile Project Management Could Fail? Tools for Greater Team Effectiveness in Agile Project Management The Agile
Development Process Benefits of Agile Methodology Disadvantages of Agile Methodology How to Agile: The Work Ethic and Values The Authenticity of Agile Management ...And much more If
you have a goal and if your goal requires more than a couple of steps to be reached, you are most likely not facing a task, or even a series of tasks, but a project. Do you want to learn more?
Scroll up to the top of the page and hit the "Buy Now" button to get started!
Do you want to learn cutting edge systems on how to deliver everything on time? Have you heard of Agile Project Management? If you're running a company and like efficiency, and you're
looking for something practical that can get things done faster and under budget... Then this would be the book for you! Project management is similar to the inner workings of a watch. Inside
you have all these intricate parts that are constantly moving... and if one of them fails, the whole thing comes apart. This book uncovers the revolutionary project management technique that
streamlines the whole business without you worrying about if anything fails because... by trial and error of this system, it just doesn't happen. Inside this book, you'll discover: How Does Agile
Project Management Work, and When Do You Use it? The 12 Principles of Agile Project Management Understanding Planning, Team-Building, and The Agile Lifecycle Powerful Agile
Methodologies Including Scrum and Kanban How to Create Your Product Vision and Build a Roadmap Creating, Managing, and Overseeing the Perfect Team Agile Project Management in
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Read Book Agile Project Management For Beginners Step By Step Guide To Becoming A Successful Project Manager Agile Software Development Agile Development
Scrum
Software Development and Programming Quality Control, Evaluation, and After the Project is Done And Much More... This book is filled to the brim with advice, tips and tricks to guide you
through your business projects. Buy now to learn how Agile Project Management can help your business today!
Discover Agile Project Management DO YOU WANT TO ACHIEVE THE BEST AT EVERY STAGE OF A PROJECT ? DO YOU WANT FLEXIBILITY WITHIN THE TEAM AND GET THE
BEST OUT OF YOUR EMPLOYEES? Agile Project Management is a well-rounded introduction to the principles of managing a project with diligence and efficiency.The book describes the
basics including the composition of the project team; and shows you the role of each participant. When you read through the book, you will see that every person involved in the project is
important and that each one of them feels specially valued and appreciated. You will also love the flexibility with which the team works, making work feel more like a hobby than a stressful
undertaking that has to be done at specified times, for defined lengths of time and at designated locations. In this book, you will learn: What agile project management is How agile project
management came to be How to go about implement agile project management How to get the best out of your employees In-depth comparison between agile and the traditional methods of
project management How to circumvent the shortcomings of traditional management methods Why you need to introduce agile project management in your business How to incorporate scrum
into agile project management The problems that often arise when introducing agile for the first time in an organization and what causes them The need for all team members to receive
training in agile project management The PMI-ACP course, who offers it, and the individual topics offered Why leaders are better off taking the PMI-ACP course Why it is important that
leaders, including executives, should take a course on management of project portfolio What agile project management is, in a nutshell And much, much more.. So if you want to know more
about Agile Project Management, then read further! SCROLL to the top of the page and select the BUY button
Agile Project Management is very popular today and is fast becoming common place. When I started Agile, I found that there were many questions that were left unanswered by books and left
it to the persons imagination / experience.In this book I try and explain aspects on • Which is the appropriate Agile Method• How to form teams• Some pre-requisites before starting an Agile
projectThe content in this book are learning's that I have got by experiencing from live projects. This book will help you in• Getting familiar with the different terms• Understanding some Agile
related myths• Help in setting up project/ team before you start an Agile project
Are you looking for an effective way to manage your projects? Keep reading! Agile project management is an advanced, adaptable way to deal with project management. It enables you to separate huge
projects into progressively sensible tasks, which are handled in short cycles or sprints. This empowers your group to adjust to change rapidly and convey work quickly. In case you're new to agile project
management methodology, it may see first like a perplexing and hard to-oversee framework. However, whether you understand it or not, you're as of now doing a large number of the things agile project
management requires. With a couple of changes, you'll be along the way to shorter development cycles and smaller, progressively visit product discharges. Today, agile project management methodology is
utilized by software developers, construction organizations, instructive organizations, and, promoting groups. Numerous associations can profit by agile project management, and it's easy to set up and use.
While you can exploit software, books, or agile coaches, each agile group is extraordinary, and understanding the essentials can assist you with assembling agile project methodology that works for you and
your team. The various agile Scrum methodologies share a significant part of a similar way of thinking, just as huge numbers of similar qualities and practices. In any case, from a usage outlook, it has its very
own recipe of practices, phrasing, and strategies. This book will give you all the information regarding agile project management. Deals with these points: The Beginners' Guide to Agile Project Management
Methodology Agile Project Management Tools 5 Benefits of agile project management Agile project management with Scrum Challenges in implementing agile project management SaFE vs LeSS vs DaD vs
Leading Agile: Comparing scaling agile frameworks Agile Development Methods Effects of Agile Practices on Social Factors Backlog management Information security in agile software development Projects
Enabling Agile Usability Get started reading this guide today by clicking on the BUY NOW button!
Are you searching for your dream job and want to build winning teams in a flexible, fast-paced world while earning a great salary? 71% of companies use more agile project management, and their project
success rate is significantly higher than that of traditional project management-the Project Management Institute. The average salary of an agile project manager is $99,000-ZIPPIA. Wouldn't it be great if
someone offered you not one, but all of these: A job where you can use your natural leadership abilities and work in the way that's best for YOU The ability to become agile in everything you do An opportunity
to make this world a better place and create real values Trust that you can make your organization become faster, smarter, and more profitable A fast-moving career with a great salary If you answered yes,
then I can help you. Why me? Well, I've worked on lots of projects and managed many different teams. I know how and why agile works, and I will uncover the secrets of 21st century project management, so
you can achieve your best career. In this book, you will discover: 7 methods to be an elite agile project manager Trending software applications that will make your projects go faster Top secrets to agile 10
project management tools to save time in your personal life Best 11 practices to create your dream team 6 different ways to leap into project management leadership Why sports can help you in your career to
take you from zero to hero How to use what you learned as a kid in your dream job 12 real-life examples of projects that worked... and what failed 10 ways to excel as an agile project manager BONUS: Never
published before Ready, Set, Agile! methodology Still not sure if agile project management is right for you? Here are some questions I'm often asked. I didn't go to college, can I still be a project manager?
Yes! Project management requires leadership skills-not specific degrees. The more experience you have from the projects you work on, the better you'll get, and you will become more confident leading the
teams. Can the work be on-site or remote? It can be both, since remote work is growing very quickly. Software tools have made it possible to work closely as a strong team, even when not located in the same
place. I've never been a programmer, how can I work on agile IT projects? Fortunately, you don't need special skills in programming or anything else in order to succeed as a project manager in agile. What if
I've never worked in agile project management? You will just need the right guidance to learn the fundamentals of project management. I've provided everything you need to know in this book for you to start
now. If you have prior experience with traditional project management, you will like agile more because of its freedom. No matter which industry you're in, agile is the way of the future. You'll be joining the
success stories once you read the book and discover the secrets of being an agile project manager! To create the winning career of your dreams, scroll up and click the Add to Cart button now!
? 55% OFF for Bookstores! LAST DAYS! ? Step-by-Step Guide to Master Agile Project Principles and Software Development
You don't have to be a project manager to be "doing" project management. Whether you're a freelancer, an in-house manager, or someone who's just stepped into a manager's role, learning about the basics
of project management will help you manage your work better. This book was designed for absolute beginners - you don't need any prior experience or knowledge. Written by the Co-Founders of The Tech
Academy (learncodinganywhere.com), this book serves as a perfect introduction to Scrum, Agile and DevOps.
????????:??????????????,?????????????????,?????????????,??????????????????.
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